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A  RANDOM TROTTER PRODUCT FORMULA

THOMAS  G.   KURTZ

Abstract. Let X(t) be a pure jump process with state space 5

and let í0, {,, fs, • ■ • be the succession of states visited by X(t),

A0A! -the sojourn times in each state, N(t) the number of tran-

sitions before t and A,=/- Jfi^1 Ak. For each x€ S let Tx(t) be

an operator semigroup on a Banach space L. Define Tx(t, w)=

rio((lM)A0)rfi((l/A)A1) • ■ • ríjva¡|((l/A)A^)- Conditions are given
under which T¡.(t, w) will converge almost surely (or in probability)

to a semigroup of operators as A->-oo. With 5= {I, 2} and

X(t) = l,       2ng/<2» + l,

= 2,       2n + 1 ^ t < 2n + 2,

n=0, 1, 2,• ■ • the result is just the "Trotter product formula".

1. Introduction. Let Xit) be a stochastic process with values in a

separable, locally compact metric state space S. Of course Xit) is a

function from a sample space O into S. We will assume that Í2=DS(0, oo),

the space of right continuous functions with left hand limits taking values

in Sand Xit, w)=w(t).
Furthermore we will assume that Xit) is a pure jump process; that is,

there is a set JVcft with PiN)=0 such that for every pair (f, w), w $ N,

Xit, w)=X(t+s, w) for all sufficiently small s>0, and Xit, w) has only a

finite number of discontinuities in a finite time interval. Under this as-

sumption it makes sense to talk about f0, fl5 f2, • • • , the sequence of

states visited, and A0 Ax • • • , the sojourn times in these states. In addition

we define Nit) to be the number of transitions before time t and

A'«)-l

A,= r-  2   A*-

For each x e S let Txit) be a semigroup of linear operators on a Banach

space L with infinitesimal operator Ax, satisfying || Tr{t)\\ ^e"* for some
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fixed a. We define the random evolution governed by X(Xt) by

(i.i)       TiO.wj-n.g^r^A,).-^,,^,,).

The definition of a random evolution, originally given by Griego and

Hersh [1] for Xit) a Markov chain, can perhaps best be motivated in the

following way:

For each x e S, let Px(t, y, F) be a Markov transition function on a

measurable state space (F, 88), and let Tx{t) be the corresponding semi-

group on 2?(£, 3S), the space of bounded measurable functions. Let Z be

the process (assuming one exists) whose development is governed by

Pxit,y, Y) on time intervals in which X is in state x. Then, at least in-

tuitively,

£(/(Z(i)) | X(s), s £t, Z(0) = z) = (Fío(A0)Fíi(A1) ■ • • Ffjy((i(A()/)(z).

We are interested in the behavior of Tx(t, w) as A tends to infinity, that

is, in what happens if the mode of development of the random evolution (or

the process Z) changes at a very rapid rate.

In §2, we will give conditions under which Tx(t, w) converges almost

surely to a semigroup whose infinitesimal operator is the closure of

J Axfp(dx) where p satisfies

lim - ÇgiXis)) ds = íg(x)pidx)
í->oo  t   Jo J

for all bounded continuous g.

Griego and Hersh [1] and Hersh and Pinsky [2] consider the case where

J" Axfpidx)=0 (i.e. the limiting semigroup is the identity) and Xit) is a

finite Markov chain. They give limit theorems for £(F/l(A/, w)) under the

assumption that the Tx(t) commute. In a subsequent paper we will show

that many of their results hold without the assumption of commutativity.

In what follows we will use a number of different Banach spaces. We

will use subscripts on the norm notation only when there is a possibility of

confusion (e.g. the norm on L will be denoted by ||-||£).

2. The limit theorem.

Theorem (2.1). Let Xit) be a pure jump process with state space S.

Suppose S is a separable, locally compact metric space and there is a

measure p on the Bor el subsets of S such that piS) — 1 and

(2.2) pjlim - jg(X(s)) ds =

for every real, bounded, continuous function g.

j g(x)p(dx)\ = 1
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For each x £ S let Tx(t) be a semigroup of linear operators on a Banach

space L with infinitesimal operator Ax satisfying \\Tx(t)\\^.e*', for some a

independent of x.

Let D be the set of fe L such that Axf.S^-L is a bounded continuous

function of x. Define Af— J" Axfp(dx) for f e D.
If D is dense in L and 'M(p-A) is dense in L for some p>oc, then the

closure of A is the infinitesimal operator for a strongly continuous semigroup

T(t) defined on L and

(2.3) p(limT,(i,w)/=r(i)/| = l

for every fe L.

To prove Theorem (2.1) we will use the following which is a conse-

quence of the results in [3].

Theorem (2.4). For 0<A<oo, let Mx be a Banach space and JÍ the

Banach space of bounded functions X-+f(X) £ Mx with \\f(-)\\ =supJ/(A)||.

Let LIM^^ denote any notion of limit (e.g. strong convergence, weak

convergence) such that £/(•) = LIM^^ f(X) defines a bounded linear operator

from the subspace of convergent functions into another Banach space M.

For each X let Sx(t) be a semigroup of linear operators on Mx with in-

finitesimal operator Bx satisfying \\Sx(t)\\ <el( for some a independent of X.

Suppose lÄMx_a3f(X)=0 implies

(2.5) LIM Sx(t)f(X) = 0,    all t,
i-*ao

and

(2.6) LltvK^ - ß^rVTA) = LIM     e~"íSA(í)/(A) dt = 0.    all p > a.
À-* CO X~* CG  JO

Let

Q(A) =   g£M:3/(-)e^3 LIM/(A) = g and
{ A-»aoA-»ao

L1M BJ(X) = Ag exists].

(A may be multivalued.)

If 2(A) is dense in M and M(p — A) is dense in M for some p>a., then

the closure of A is the infinitesimal operator of a strongly continuous semi-

group T(t) on M and UMx...xf(X)=g 6 M implies LIMA .M Sx(t)f(X) =

T(t)g.

In our application of Theorem (2.4), Mx will be the space of bounded

continuous functions from Ds(0, co) into £ with l!gi!=sup„.6i>s||g(w)||

for all A>0, and M will be L. Let 6t be the shift operator on Ds(0, co),
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that is Otw(s)=wis+t). We will say LIM^^/(A, w)=g e L=M if

(2.7) pi lim sup ||/(A, 6Xsw) - g\\L - o] = 1
U->oo sS< j

for all />0. This notion of convergence is stronger than almost sure con-

vergence and weaker than convergence uniform in w. Although we are only

interested in almost sure convergence we need the extra strength in order to

insure that (2.5) and (2.6) hold.

Finally, the semigroups Sx(t) are given by

(2.8) Sxit)fiX, w) = Tx(t, w)fiX, 6Xtw).

IffiX, w)=fe L we will write Sx(t)f
To complete the proof of Theorem (2.1) we prove the following series of

lemmas, all under the assumptions of the theorem.

Lemma (2.9).   Forfe D,

(2.10) \\Txit,w)f-f\\L = te**sup \\Axf\\L
X

and hence, since D is dense in L,

(2.11)

for all g e L.

Proof.

\\W,Y/)f-f\\L

<

lim sup || Txit,w)g - g|| = 0
Í-0   ici

(2.12)
+ TH(jA0) • • • ̂ „„.gA^j (TS»a„(\A«) - /)/

<

<Í«"SUPM,/I|ir.

(2.14)   F lim sup
U-»a> ck-T

l- ("   "giXiXs, w)) ds - (gix)pidx)
A) Jt J

= 0=1

Lemma (2.13).    There is a function e(A) satisfying lim^^ e(A)=0 and

J_
e(A)

for every real, bounded continuous function g and every F>0.

Proof.    Since the claim is that certain linear functionals of norm one on

the space of bounded continuous functions converge to a bounded linear
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functional of norm one that is given by a measure, it will suffice to prove

the result for continuous functions vanishing at infinity. Since the space of

continuous functions on S vanishing at infinity is separable, we need only

consider a countable dense subset, say gxg2g3

Note that

(2.15) g(X(Xs, w)) ds = -U        g(X(s, w)) ds
£ Jt Xe Jxt

is uniformly continuous in t.

Consequently (2.2) implies

Pi lim sup
U-»oo t St e Jt

g(X(Xs, w)) ds
-/**:

)p(dx) =0   =1,

for every g, e>0 and F>0. Let e„->0, F„->-co and <5„->-0. Then there exists

a A„ such that

sup F sup sup j- jt+ \i(X(Xs, w)) ds - fg(xMdx) > àn\ ^ ôn.

The lemma follows by setting e(X)~en for Xn^X<Xn+1.

Lemma (2.16).   Letfe D. Then g(w)=(l/£) ft Tx(s, w)f ds is in 2(BX)
and

(2.17) Bxg(w)
-¡'

s Jo
Tx(s, w)AX(XStW)fds.

Proof.   The fact that g(w) e @{BX) is a standard result of semigroup

theory. The form of Bxg(w) is obtained from the following inequality.

£ Jo
Tx(s, w)AxlXs,w)fds -

Sx(t)g(w) - g(w)

(2.18) j  TÁs, w)MA-Us,w)j
Tx(t,exsw)f-f\

ds

ú- \ e"   \AXUSiW)f
8 Jo \

Noting that X(Xs, w)=X(0, 0Xsw), we observe

Tx(t,6Xsw)f-.r
ds.

lX(X :.w)f _
Tx(t,eXxw)f-f

is bounded by (2.10) and goes to zero as t goes to zero for all s. The lemma

then follows by the dominated convergence theorem.
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Lemma (2.19).    Let fe D. Define

[September

i       (VU)

Tx(s, w)fds.

Then

and

s(A)

LIM/(A, w) =/
A-*00

LIM BxiX, w) = ¡AJpidx).

Proof.    We must show that

almost surely.

lim sup

sup
tÉT

bjíx, extW)

(2.20)

= sup

= sup
isr

BJiX, dxtw) - jAxfp(dx)

r il
-   Axfp(dx)\\

J \\l

J      Txis, Bxtw)AXUs¡BxtW) f-   AJpidx)
1

eiX)
1    CtU) ¡I

—        (Txis, 6xtw) - l)AXUSt9 w)fds\\
e(A) Jo '

1   f£u) f
— Jo    ^x(AS,ei[W)/^ -   AJpidx)+ sup

The second term on the right can be rewritten as

sup
tiiT

— J        ¿xus,w)fds -   AJpidx)

and goes to zero almost surely by (2.14), the boundedness and continuity

of Ajas a function of*, and the separability and local compactness of S.

The first term on the right of (2.20) can be bounded by

(2.21)

sup sup
(ST xeK

l- \'U\tx(s, eX(W) - i)Aj

+ (2 sup || A J\\)(sup -j- i* " Xk'WXs, 6xtw)) ds).
\iâre(A)Jo /

A compact set K can be selected so that the lim sup of the second term

on the right of (2.21) can be made arbitrarily small. Given a compact K

the first goes to zero by the continuity of AJ, the compactness of K and

(2.11).
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Proof of Theorem (2.1). Lemma (2.19) implies that the operator A in

Theorem (2.4) is an extension of Af= J Axfp(dx). Consequently, under the

hypotheses of Theorem (2.1), Theorem (2.4) implies, for all/££ and

/(w)=/,

LIM Sx(t)f(w) = T(t)f.

This implies (2.3).

Remark. Since the probability measure in (2.2) is arbitrary, we have

in fact proved convergence for every w s Ds(0, co) that is constant except

for a discrete set of jumps and satisfies

lim -     g(w(f)) dt = \g(x)p(dx)
f-»oo   t  JO J

for all continuous g. Consequently Theorem (2.1) gives a generalization

of the "Trotter product formula", that is

Theorem (2.22) (Trotter [4]). Suppose T(t) and S(t) are semigroups

of linear operators on L, with infinitesimal operators A and B, satisfying

\\T(t)\\^eatand\\S(t)\\^e*\lf@(A)ny(B)isdenseinLandât(p-2(A+B))

is dense in Lfor some /¿>oc then the closure of\(A-\-B) is the infinitesimal

operator of a semigroup U(t) on L and

\im(T(hl2)S(hl2))it/hf=U(t)f
Ä-»0

for all f in L.

We observe that almost sure convergence in (2.2) and (2.3) can be re-

placed by convergence in probability with only minor alteration in the proof.

In particular, the notion of convergence becomes: LiMx_,x f(X,w)=

gsLif

limpfsup||/(A,fli,w)-g|| >e}=0

for every e>0 and every r>0.

Example.    Let X(t) satisfy the conditions of Theorem (2.1). Let

F(x,z):S x Rn-*Rn

be bounded and satisfy

lim sup |F(x, z) — F(x0, z)\ = 0
x-s0   z

for all x0 e S, and

sup |F(x, zf) - F(x, z2)| < M|z, - z,|
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for all zx,z2e Rn and some fixed M. Let Zxit, z) be the solution of

Zk{t, z) = z + ¡FiX(Xs), Zxis, z)) ds.
Jo

Theorem (2.1) implies

Pi lim sup \Zxit, z) - Z(r, z)\ = o] = 1
\A-»CO     z I

where Z(i, z) is the solution of

Z(f, z) = z +       Fix, Z(s, z))pidx) ds.
JoJs
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